is what made them join Kolchozy. If you didn’t join, then you got
arrested or your house was taken away. The peasants aren’t
happy, and they get so little to eat. More than before
revolution. Why, he can’t
even kill the dog for meat
if he wants to. By the time
now they’re called a kulak.
It’s terrible what they’ve
done to kulaks. Some lots of
shot. I spent
some time today for a passport,
no. They don’t want to work
on their own.

The Right Whi
Opposition is crushed. You
cant do anything about it. I think
I wonder what Trotsky is
did. Now, a clear man
no. The communists think
that join is bad bourgeois.
It’s
tall. People have to
enjoy themselves specially
at times like these.

Haitrivis, 17 Tears

Pulleys; London, Aug 5

Turbine output of one works has increased 2.5 times.

12 of 15 squares from home.


They like told themselves;
original design which promotes an
unusual repetition of match design.

They have not shown that
wonderful original line.

Academic men as good
Middle men as hard, job
real engineers, not book
engineers.

They lay down a plan
To make easy, but that don’t
mean that they can make

Short of good work
managers. Short of men who
can manage men’s situation.

Some were setup for saying that
they fire! I feel they won’t be
enough work managers. He
Pot men still preferred for responsible work. Last six month they tended to even pressure.

Any enemy I say good men had to join fight? Most figures we correct.

Factory just produces but in kilowatts they sell for more at off of it. Similar factory in sold the goods produced look different types.

Oil all qualities. Different ways of pay. They're carried out and five the plan. If a man says in a Soviet that his factory is able to

produce (suggest turbines) world, all that factories go it that work. We can take 1000 men or find them on party or anything. I will need to grow on Nevski.

Will they be able to export manufactured goods cheaply?

If they want to export goods they'll export them whatever it costs. The possibility are great within country that there'll be a market. We more they make more they want of telephone, car... coal 42,000 (with card) without 425. 2 lbs. kilo.

Wood shavings used for fuel. Shot 68. Arrested one day. Shot 1 next.
Life is not so bad now. Much more comfy for workers. Right? I'd go for 1 day a week! I notice where I am since it's drunkards everywhere. All 3 workers are drunkards. I suppose in this street, drunk, murdered, women drunk. Price work. Wonderful restaurant. Drunkard.

Suppose a man spends a part from car, he's got to pay for it. [incomplete sentence]

Control now [illegible text].

Mr. Richard (Stuart Jones, Lock)

Rice project trust.

They have followed our plans. It's all that business to report men for improvements. Things are recommended by the quality committee. My chance born from one leg to another leg, also procrastinators.

Stone for foreigners.

Ergonomics, employees.

Bread ration.

The trust cannot work (men more than 3 or so many long). But trust makes a contract for extra hours. Some get 60 or 120 a month.

A bird in a hand is worth two in the bush. Why are they doing that? Drunks? My drink without food get drunk easier. Into lovely opera...gas, mask.
demonstration in internal coal firing fuel reliable terrible conditions workers if they had plenty of food there they produced and gave families 1 girl 4 women 225 rubles for working day 22 dollars work if paid in rubs russians don't trust one another nation of petty thieves. theoretical workers are supposed to rule but they are kidded plans are presented it doesn't mean anything. workers pleased but my 2.2 book intelligent question guide Middle Asia woman said husband police teach Ulybeks 25 ang删raked.

Because Ulybeks were not making enough paper Unselfishness

Russian.

3Am eat white bread 2 new things look towns Finland 3 homeless boys ragged scrawny starved look greeting offered 2 pieces white bread the boy took it instead if munching it carefully equally divided it before commanders. I saw in central asia scorpions on floor but russians create on floor and sleeping on floor The system takes every initiative. Take drawings (coal mine, expiry) engineers are afraid to sign their
The skilled workers are rushed through courses immediately, become an engineer.

Smile: The bourgeoisie gentilhomme has now become bourgeoisie commoner.

Bobbo: In houses of most of us, there are icons - 7 minority, few, there are Jews, I repeat. Almost none at all of Stalin. My don't like Stalin. My personal friends are all employees.

G.P.U. common people.

Radio: We never listen to our models. Men's voices are dull and talk on Five Years.

We never listen to our specific station. We want fiction. My world can play so together. It's forbidden to feed together, but everywhere this is bourgeoisie. What do I do? It's forbidden of the Nazis. It's forbidden. I get it. I get it. I get it. I get it.
Boba, was Sherlock Holmes a real live man?

John H. Watson, son of John H. Watson, son of John H. Watson.

Thousands of vendors sold cheaply.

Boris Sokovski is full. It is hard for religious people to look. I'm thinking of all time.

Cherry, cherry gum for first time in life. I'll carry all you from your car to your station.

Acting in "Catherine wheel"

Gave me vegetables, pen, and notebook and pen.

That 6:10 is probably to Zolotki. We stayed.

The driver had revolver.
had a servant in a neat apartment with a grandson. Very devoted to the child, she had been married at the age of 16. At age 125, she had decided to study medicine. She had completed her course and would soon practice.

She had Boba, but she ashamed of herself and being a pioneer. Every child should be a pioneer.

Boba passed for me; did everything. Very careful.

On my back was tight outside hotel. A man i policeman were struggling. The man was drunk and had attempted to strike a woman. The policeman had blown his whistle. The man tried to run away. Policeman after twisting his mouth. He spits blood, balancer and fell head first on hard-cobbled street. He lay unconscious then began a loud, monstrous, childlike, groaning. Rain, not...

Stop! Robinson halted. He shook him in unconsciousness. Drunken grog away but for a long time. One coach kept regular shrill until it neared 11 o'clock. A large number of drunks, fight with police. The police treated drunk brutally.

Most roads were bad; people not well trained. Poor shoes, but after anybody's rags and extreme gross.

I had seen absolutely without shoes.
Moscow

Dyson's et al. are all now back in London.

They don't quite rely on the Red Army. The year lease war was not granted to many pregnant soldiers who wanted to go back to their villages.

The morale are very low. The women fight for survival and not hesitate to live with a man. If they have a baby they can easily have an abortion. I've heard of a case of a woman who had 5 abortions in one year.

The G.P.U. is all-powerful. There is one in practically every home.

For children, 7-8. Sailed.

Not believe good 2 million wanted to be air pilots. Only 1 man worked in G.V. 912, only 100 in my group 3 evades.

Park 7 Culture

All into ranks of cooperation.

Red Sport International is a military organization to international proletariat.

The Soviet Court would know its heroes.

Photographs of Shock brigades workers.

Appeal on radio. We must have more shock workers.
Some don’t stark, maybe field energy. Could it be action?

Black: chorn, like a yell.

Rena.

Ugly Red Worker, brandish red rifle.

Round green table with capsuled crisis.

Up side factor of USSR, hellbent with light v. form of that. The fascist capitalist v. Soviet Democrat are climbing on stake. Exem. Virginia a chart to attack Russia. Exem. S. D. has a strong jacket with a helmetic string. A half naked worker. Or, otherwise:

Many of people all nations with fellow appear leader. Chairman. Or. Dr. Sir. Grose.

Polish.
"One with league of Nations
Overthrow Capitalism.
And progress Mission.
The work is thrown
up with digests.
On the other hand

---

Divorce iv.

Unrest Money 201

2nd half. M. D. 105

Feb. 1st half. M. D. 217

Oh then they haven't got time to write of love.
1728

27 3 158

84
Maurice Hiders.
Tutorial here.
Starts in Komitat.

Moscow, the capital. An international proletariat. Shall be a model of cleanliness.

On a train.

Boats.

With a strongzes for we are uncondedable.

Saw Pearl's been old woman.
60 to 87 mules used come from China, Russia, in Tashkent. The import
of mules is deficit. Roughly 300 to 400 were used.

Protest 5,000

Gas masks in Club hospital

Not enough, had a few

demonstration for several days. We
helped.

Organized Jason began.

Q. Why not abolish product
Because I worked at
make samogitska.
Club. Organise the factor, organise the regiment of workers that are trained to toto.

Populace: "No revolution can last unless it can defend itself."

Stalin: "Not a single inch of land do we want.

Comrades. Count while you decide. Comrades, discharge workers.

NDB: "Workers' Struggle."

Are you sure to what these will be our?

No, because we are preparing hard. But on?
the Red crescent and see
a disarmament conference
the line. We are afraid that the
armaments are being divided.
That we must prepare
our population to be safe
yet.

An order.

What we want
to do is that each worker
on jump up from his chair to
take up his rifle.

You work.

We don't care now.
we react to a
don country.

Red Cross

Modes of Red army
debate from an

Mode of

NYP RKA A

Lyip.

Rostov, unbalance, longsaka,
Rabotnoi Pecheri ex neto,
Fashon african.

in our factories 80 to
7 workers an Osowaka.

exercise.

Another military room
another military girl.

another military uniform.
One room... staff.

Everybody must be trained in a military way.

Comes 4 times in 10 days; 2 hours a day every other day.

After working time: work; get rest; get real rest; do 2 hours exercise.

Officers for Party members or young communists.

Not in the kitchen.

Asked if sold alcohol, no short. 59 constituent.

Soviet phys., cult.

Moments of shock parade of international rev. short mt.
Peasant's House
Religion is a weapon in oppression.
A huge bible in back of worker who carries it along. On top of bible sits an N/C capitalistic earl. Little boy is doing laundry by rope, not to beautiful soldier + rifle.

Birth rate is now 35% for all known. Mortality: 17.

Mountains Chips
Before Rev. 250 for 1000.
Death rate 120.

2-4 to clean their teeth.
In common, 3/10 to clean their teeth.
Maurice Ravel has not been very well off from a view of food as in 1926. As before Revolution, but they are now better off from view of education, entertainments in care of children.

But this food situation is worse than before. The peasant lived very well from 1920-1928. There is a little divorce and marriage. 70% peasantry, 30% peasants join collective?

But became they realized that there was no future for the individualist. They are knocked on head then they will be knocked off dead body. America liquidate (or) liquidation. Unification of economic effort. That's how human...
Internal Needs ... so great; hence will not report for political purposes.

Speeches

Stalin

Rudzutak

Longer

Vkhutemas will be merged with France.

Not a word is being mentioned about loans.

Napoleon

1826 - Bakunin - Dec. 1827 - Paimpol

Not a word has France spoken about debts.

I don't think that debts question.

See Treaties of 1924

Sayed H. Y. abandoned & ratified
Chase Nat. Bank $86,000,000.
Mitchell agreed to loan.

See letter from Mitchell.

Come back.

Bull convoy Russia.

Exports & imports up, price will not decline.

Reserves are tremendous that it will produce for more than the need. We understand production capacity is cotton. In 2013 we will be independent of cotton imports.

The correspondent laughed.

But they already are independent of foreign cotton.

They'll export in enormous quantities.

And People's Comm. told me, 'God, I hope Germany doesn't go smash.'

Not quote me here.

In meeting of Komintern.

Whole large report on Germany.

Man discussed. Concerning our meeting was that it would be disastrous. They are taking a stand by Germany to smash.

May have 200,000 to 300,000 more orders. Germany may integrated, and stop.

This county breaks through stone walls.

Komintern.

1923 was 64,771 for Komintern.

1926-7 China.

Take Josephina's head.

Do some for 1923, decided.

Robots take Komintern.

Issues on revolution.

URS. Is latest. But current facts are current.

Cost continued revolution in their method is different. Radeh said.
Revolutionaries aren’t afraid
not to sacrifice anything
for social revolution.
Their heart is not for
the very revolutionary
kind.

Fundamental is the
proletarian in the
country as a weapon
of defense and union.
Element of national
pride.

Bolsheviks appeal
to national pride
The insured fear
interference.

Gold - pamphlet published
by Anthony, called
"Russo-Gold". Article by
Goran Gold, Clark.
N.Y. Times. Then French
laid claim to Russian gold
(1925). Gold & platinum
production will increase.

They’ll need delicate
machines, they’ll need rubber,
coffee, cotton, bauxite, quality
leather, clothing, medicines,
consumption is to be
greater, typewriters, etc. Fine
goods.

They won’t have any capital
to pay back what the debt
countries had to
export to pay this debt.
Good guarantee that
American will export just enough
to pay for imports.

4-74-82
Automaton intro.
Mr Tearl Metzouk.

Richard Steyn, Dave, Cook.

Baba Maksimi.

Ken. Smith (3) go on probation.

Moscow.

Karl Podek, Rawa.

Walter Durante, 2 Drujbovski, Potschka.

Louis Fischer, Mali Patriarchal Penel, 3.

Amberg, Kiznetsky Most 22.

Spencer Williams, 45, Krua, Chlo. Glinka 6.

Eugene Lyons, USP, Petrovka Pen, 8.

Alexandre Kon, People's Commissariat for Foreign Trade.

K. Hrabolof, Naphtha Syndicate.

Geo. K. Scrooge, of Albert Kahn Co.

2/10 Bolshoi Chekasky Per.

Mr. Trone, Sr. Grand Hotel Moscow.
heny\n
New York has been under for a long time. Yagoda has been treat head of Moscow. The engineers work have been severe. These cases of sabotage have been severe and have caused fear. No initiative has been taken by the factory to encourage the engineers or to treat them as they deserve. The first arrest in New York has been made. Rosenberg, for example, has been arrested for treason. The peasant sells individual property.

They have 2 principles:
1. Rule of single class (workers)
2. Ownership of means of production

1. Soviet, State, Social, commune.
2. Workers, trade union.
3. Economic conditions are good. But depends on foreign policy, embargoes, etc. If production of gold, increase imports, will mean an increase.

Planning this year there was bounty about place. Less important, but don't know name. For cotton.

Regard to debts. Their under warranty.

1905 that it would be repudiated. Lenin thought that crossed revolution would cause that other countries would follow. They will not accept principle of non-repudiation. They've shown their willingness to make payments off in terms got for them. Comm. Fr. B. put paid their debts.

8 - 46 - 81
Soviet book club.
State: Discipline & administration is under the responsibility of his manager or captain. The manager will remain in touch with him, and will pass on any special instructions or orders.

Now he can discuss with man; that is, equitable arrangement. Up to now it was difficult to discuss — men, because it said, he has not got a family. But up to now it had to go before a court or before several courts. The great task of T. V. now is to educate many life forces of T. V. themselves, and work how to help in carrying out plans.

I don't know where or how, or head T. V. The role of T. V. is now to production, etc., in preparation of goods, etc. Bureaucrats messes. They can't interfere if administration acts.

...Adviser cannot leave. He has now a task to remain in his function to give. He must remain in a situation when he wants to say something. The adviser in my view I cannot go. But any reasonable change of factors (chief, etc.) is an allowance.

Now: Mary is a relative of mine. Up to now, food supplies were too concentrated in Moscow. Now, this means splitting into different sections. Now Kuznetsov is more independent. Kuznetsov himself sends out orders for Moscow, not...